
※The photo is image

●It is the dust removal mat that can be used  
repeatedly by adhesive of urethane.
●It can remove dirt of tire, just weight vehicles 
passing through.

●The dirt of mat can be cleaned simply by 
wiping.
●It does not give any extra garbage bacause 
you can use repeatedly.

●You can use longer, only initial investment.
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Lift-mat
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It is suitable for indoor passage passed through forklift and in front of clean room.
                                                     It catches   the dirt of tire, just lift and AGV pass through.

The birth of adhesive mat
Industry’s  first  ！！

！
The birth of adhesive mat
for the exclusive use of lift 

Hand lift is also OK!Hand lift is also OK!

weight vehicles(total 3~4t)·AGV·forklift are also OK

only indoors

Most suitable in front of clean roomMost suitable in front of clean room

                                                                                                                            

The data of this catalog of physicality, characteristic and so on are measured value, not security.
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Lift-mat is the adhesive mat of new type.  
It makes use of self-adhesive of urethane 
that do not need peel off film.

It can be used repeatedly by wiping.

Simple maintenance Comply with full construction 

                               Weight vehicles(total 3~4t)·Hand lift·AGV·forklift(class 2.5t)  are also suitabled.
Please choose the length of mat to aim that a wheel used can roll 3times.
You can use for 1~2 years. ※It depends on usage environment and the number of passing per day.

It is unfit to use at the direct doorway from outdoor and indoor  that are many garbages, because this mat absorbs minute dust.
Please avoid  the place that the effects of heat and ultraviolet  rays is large.
There is a possibility of mat broking, if the tire roll on the mat and forklift get catch.

standard of length and required size

Attention

※I can prepare except for non-standard on the above.
※Merchandise except for LIFT3-5010 have joint of each one place.
※You may  not be able to install to depend on material of floor.

Protect fillm

Weak adhesive urethane
Core
Strong adhesive urethane

Protect ffilm
3mm

500×1000
LIFT3-5010

1000×1000
LIFT3-1010

1000×1500
LIFT3-1015

1000×2000
LIFT3-1020

Lift-mat

Size（mm） Price（tax not included）

LIFT3-5010

LIFT3-1010

LIFT3-1015

LIFT3-1020

Nmuber

￥30,000

￥60,000

￥90,000

￥120,000

500×1000×3

1000×1000×3

1000×1500×3

1000×2000×3

The mat removing minute garbage·dust of tire, just passing through.

It can be coverd locker rooms, air shower, and so on.
.rerutcafunam doof·rac·lacimehc sa detpoda si tI

example: JVIS,Science manufacturer

※Color  Usage surface : green  Back : blue green

only indoors
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